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Rezumat (caractere italice, de 12 bold, minuscule, aliniat la stânga)

The abstract in Romanian („Rezumat”) is required only for Romanian authors. For foreign authors, the abstract will be translated in Romanian by the editors of the journal proceedings volume.

Cuvinte cheie: (la distanță de un rând, se scriu cu Times New Roman, de 12 bold minuscule între 3 și 6 cuvinte cheie)

Abstract (style italic font, 12 pt size, bold, lowercase, align left)

To ensure a uniform style throughout the journal proceedings volume, all manuscripts must be written strictly in accordance with the instructions set out below. To assist the authors, the organizers provide this template file in MS Word. (Under the word: Abstract, after a space of one blank line, write the summary of the paper, up to 300 words, in Times New Roman font, 12 pt size, aligned at both edges (Justify).) Papers will have abstract and keywords in English too.

Keywords: (at distance of a blank line is written in Times New Roman font, 12 pt size, bold, lowercase between 3 to 6 keywords)

1. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (Times New Roman font, 14 pt bold, UPPERCASE; Arabic numbers are used for numbering); (The first title will be written at a distance of two blank lines below the keywords)

1.1. The text body (Times New Roman font, 14 pt bold, lowercase; decimal classification is used for numbering); (Both numbering of the chapters and of the subchapters is made from the beginning of the page, without any “Tab” space).

The text must fit into the writing surface of the page (160 × 222 mm).
For A4 format of the page, the page setup is: Top: 5,0 cm; Bottom: 2,5 cm; Left: 2,5 cm; Right: 2,5 cm; Gutter 0,00 cm; Mirror margins. The pages will have a Header of 2,0 cm and a Footer of 1,5 cm, with different positions for the numbering of pages.

Paper editing will be made with the program Microsoft Word 2003, or other compatible with it.

The paper shouldn’t be more than 16 pages.

1.2. Font type, letter size and spacing

The writing of the paper must be done using Times New Roman font. The body text will be written at one space line with Times New Roman font, 14 pt size, aligned at both edges (Justify), and any highlight from the text will be made with italic style, 14 pt size.

First line of the paragraph must be written at one Tab space (that is with the displacement to the right of the text with 12 characters)

The following spacing rules must be applied:
- between the title of a chapter and it’s first subchapter (in the case it follows next) must be a space of one blank line.
- between the title of a chapter or a subchapter and the first line of text, must be a space of one blank line.
- between paragraphs (chapters) must be a space of one blank line.
- in the text body, at the end of the line, depending on the case, words shall be split into syllables so that no blank space will remain unoccupied.

2. THE TEXT STRUCTURE

2.1. Equations

Equations will be written with the “Equation Editor” toolbox. The numbering of the equations will be made with Arabic numbers between round parentheses and aligned right in the page.

$$g_F = \frac{S}{A} \cdot 100 \text{ [%]}$$ (1)

where: $S$ = plane surface affected by cracks, cm$^2$;
$A$ = total measured surface, cm$^2$.

2.2. Figures
There must be a space of one blank line between the last line of the text and the figure, and between the name of the figure (which is written right below the figure) and the first line of the text too. The figure and the caption with its name are aligned central (Figure 1). The figures will be made electronic and they will fit as mentioned above. **The number of the figure will be written with Times New Roman font, 14 pt bold, lowercase, and the legend with the same type of characters, but regular, without bold.**

![Figure 1. Name of the figure](image)

### 2.3. Tables

The tables will be made with the necessary lines and the text will be written with **Times New Roman font, 14 pt regular. The number of the table, its title and the text from the table head will be written with Times New Roman font, 14 pt bold, lowercase;** the rest of the text in the table will be written with regular characters, without bold.

There will be a space of a blank line between the last line of the text body and the title of the table (Table 1), same for the last row of the table and the first paragraph line of the text body.
Table 1. Name of the table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>LOW</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>HIGH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity level, $g_s$, [%]</td>
<td>0,4</td>
<td>0,7</td>
<td>1,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opening of the crack on the field, d, [mm]</td>
<td>$d \leq 5$</td>
<td>$5 &lt; d \leq 20$</td>
<td>$d &gt; 20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opening of the crack on the laboratory model, d, [mm]</td>
<td>$d \leq 1$</td>
<td>$1 &lt; d \leq 4$</td>
<td>$d &gt; 4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. Observations

The figures and the tables from the papers will be properly highlighted and drawn up with clear lines (of proper thickness), so they will not degrade by copying (printing).

The text body will be arranged properly in order to show only once the tables, the figures and the formulas.

References will be noted in square brackets and formulas in round parentheses.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions should summarize the most important statements of the paper, and also the author(s) point of view regarding the practical implications of the study results.

REFERENCES

The bibliography will be written with Times New Roman font, 12 pt size, following the next indications:

- after the last line of the conclusions text body, at a distance of one blank line, it will be written REFERENCES, with bold UPPERCASE, aligned left;
- there will be a space of one blank line between the word REFERENCES and the first bibliographical reference;
- numbering of the references will be made with square brackets;
- name and surname of the author(s) will be written with UPPERCASE, without bold;
- the titles of the references will be written with italics, without bold;
- the publishing house and the locality of the publication will be written with regular letters;
- the year of the publication will be written with bold numbers;
- References will be written on the entire width of the page;
- if the data from a bibliographical reference extends on more lines, the second or the third line will be aligned below the name of the first author from that reference;
- there is a space of one blank line between references;
- in the case of the papers that will be indicated as appeared in different journals, we recommend to use the same procedure as for the references. In addition, it will be written with bold numbers: volume number and page number on which extends the study reported in that journal.
